
Gabriel Btesh Builds Homes to Help his Country
Gabriel Btesh took over his family’s company and expanded it to profit the whole of Panama by
building homes for his country’s people

PANAMA CITY, PANAMA, CENTRAL AMERICA, June 19, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Gabriel Btesh
has built his legacy, not only for his family but for the people of his country. When Btesh started his
real estate endeavors in the early 1990s, he had no idea what it would turn into.

While Btesh had always yearned to do what was right for his family and his country. Yet, he never
dreamed success in both forms would come in such a rewarding form.

Not only does Gabriel Btesh get to promote the advancement of his father’s company; he also
promotes the well-being of Panama.

Building homes for people in need are one of the most rewarding and exciting parts of his career. This
is simply because of all the people he helps in the process.

Taking on the Project

Gabriel Btesh has developed many commercial and residential buildings throughout the country. The
collective sum of these projects has surpassed one trillion dollars.

However, the heart of his real estate and construction endeavors has always been for the betterment
of his country.

Since Btesh realized his true calling, his goal has never wavered: Not only was he building the
company toward international success, he was also advancing the wellbeing of the Panamanian
people.

Btesh took on the task of constructing twenty-four apartment buildings in Panama City.

Yet, these apartment buildings were not akin to The Santa Maria Golf & Country Club project he
worked on. Nor, was the project going to break any records for ascetics or function.

This project had a far greater purpose.

Building Homes for Those in Need

The twenty-four apartment buildings would cater to families. They would be affordable living spaces
and they would come to represent a comfortable and safe environment.

Focused on improving the lifestyle tenants, Gabriel Btesh and his team put together a plan that would
revolutionize the buildings.

Even though the area was meant to be affordable from the start of the project, Btesh used all modern
materials in his facilities. Instead of throwing together cheap workarounds, Btesh creatively structured
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luxury in a safe, cost-effective manner.

Plus, he was able to add a little something special to the designs. Utilizing his architectural gift, Btesh
was able to construct creative spaces, such as gyms, bars, Jacuzzis, and spas affordably.
While his imagination didn’t hamper the cost of the project, it certainly made the apartments stand
out.

Finally, families who never thought they’d see the modern conveniences, never mind luxury, were able
to afford one-of-a-kind craftsmanship. This changed the lives of the people who moved into the
apartments forever.

Sticking to his convictions, Gabriel Btesh was all too happy to make the tenant’s dreams a reality.

To close, Gabriel Btesh has always seemed to know the route to success. Instead of keeping it to
himself, however, he continues to utilize his gift to help Panama grow. While his father’s company was
what started him on his journey, young Btesh has certainly made it his own; bringing the wellbeing of
his country with him every step of the way.
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